
TRAFFIC AWARENESS PROGRAM 

DATE: 5/7/2023          TIME: 11.00 AM 

The program on traffic awareness is started by anchors (Lisa Patel & Sai Keerthi) of B. 

Pharmacy IV yr & I yr. They introduced themselves, addressed the gathering, started the 

program with warm morning wishes and introduction on traffic.  

Continued with welcoming the Director, Dr. N. Srinivas and Vice Principal Dr. T. Mamatha 

on to the stage. At last, welcoming the guest lecturer Sri G. SHANKAR RAJU, Asst. 

Commissioner of police, Traffic Training Institute, Begumpet, Hyderabad with floral greetings. 

His assistance Thimmappa garu and other officers accompanied the program. 

Then Srinivas sir had introduced our guest speaker and some importance on Traffic rules in 

our society. So then followed by the profile reading of Sri G. SHANKAR RAJU about his 

Academic Qualification, his professional career, and so on. 

The session was handedover to the guest speaker... 

The Highlights of guest lecturer. 

 Sir started his speech with saying the Importance of traffic on road and said that 

should follow traffic rules those are all using the road. 

 He instructed not to use earphones while on road. 

 He focussed on recent accident at Bandlaguda. The accident was in early 

morning. Two people are spot dead in that who went to morning walking on the 

main road. So he highlighted to go walk for any ground or park. 

 Sir explained so the motivational stories by Videos, personal experiences and 

some of the cases which sir gone through his journey. 

 So sir advised “that the awareness Is the key to success. Be always the person 

to change and inspire others to change. Be patriotic and doing your duty is also 

a patriotic”. 

 Even he explained the core values of traffic police 5E’s of traffic rules. Core 

values to prevent accident and effect traffic regulation. E- Education, E- 

Engineering, E- Emergency care, E- Enablement, E-Excellence 

 He also showed the data at a glance on population, vehicles and traffic 

increasing day by day. Instructed to be patience. 

 How accidence occur- human errors (75%), Road engineer error ( 15%), Natural 

Error (3%), Mechanical Error ( 7%). 

 When we know road signals we can prevent accidents 

 He suggested what to carry while driving. He also brought a notice of an app in 

which we can store all our documents related tom our vehicle and also our 

educational documents that is (RTA m-vallet ). 

 Sir also said the importance of calling 100 who can slove our problem easily. 

 Sir explained about what is green channel (zero traffic for people who are in 

emergency, going to transport organ to people who are in need, emergency 

vehicles like ambulance, fire engine. 

 He suggested preventing the driving of minors, Noise pollution, not to drive 

speed as “speed thrills but it kills”. 



 He highlighted RRR (RESPECT ROAD RULES). Don’t angry on road. Don’t 

quarrel on road. 

 He also compared humans with animals that they are more disciplined 

sometimes than us. 

 He also suggested taking help from police. They are initiators to help anyone 

and he showed few photos related to police who are helping the citizens who 

are in emergency. 

Sir's guest lecture was ended with his song on traffic and its importance...  

The programme ended up by 1:30PM with the vote of thanks by our director sir. Students and 

staff took photos with guest. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 


